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And the rest of the store…

The Deadliest Days on the Road
It is well known that troopers patrol the roads in
force during the holidays, but statistics prove that they
have good reason. According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, 40,000 people in the U.S.
die each year on the road and the Forth of July is the
deadliest day.
Between 1986 and 2002 there were, on the average,
161 people killed on our highways and byways on
Independence Day. July 3 is the second-deadliest day,
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followed by Dec. 23. New Year's Day and Labor Day
also made the top ten of deadliest days to drive. The
studies also show that the deadliest month to drive is
August, the deadliest day is Saturday, and the deadliest
time to drive is around evening rush hours, 3 – 6 PM.
Source:www.safemotorist.com/articles/deadliest_days_on_the_road.aspx

I know it will be too late for you to
hear about July 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.
August is coming up too..
Did you see they are around
holidays except for August?
Multitasking
Can I do more than one things at
a time? I need to start a load of
laundry while I am editing Issue 91
and typing this and waiting for lunch
and doing paperwork ant thinking
about the camper problem that
may be fixed. And I want to log all
that camper stuff in the log book
and call Marie and see if she still
wants to try to get to Iowa for coffee
on Thursday. I’m out of breath!

3-Jul-11 2:21pm 85°

Well today may be the deadest
day to drive but it sure is a nice day
when you get things back together
and they work.
Summary of Problems
In the preceding issue I started
telling you about the trip to Iowa in
the RV camper that didn’t happen.
This is a summary of it and the final
outcome.
Marie and I start to go to Iowa for
coffee to check out the camper. We
got to Marengo when the battery
started to go dead. I kept trying to
get home and made it to the end of
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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Benton Street where the battery
went dead and I had to walk home.
After getting the car I jumped the
battery to start the camper and
drove it home.
The next day I took it in to the
auto service center to get it
checked out. It needed a new
alternator and a drive belt. Later in
the day they called and let me know
there was more to the problem.
The next morning I checked with
the service center and we found
that the battery isolator had failed
and I decided I could change that
and save me some money. So I took
the camper home and removed the
bad isolator. Before the day was
over I went to the auto parts store to
order a new isolator. I wanted a
heavier duty one so it might not fail
again. Of course they had to get it
from Missouri and I had to wait 4
days.
So Wednesday morning they
called and the part arrived and I
went right out to pick it up. When I
got there I noticed I had ordered the
wrong type of battery isolator for my
system. I had a Chevy and I ordered
the one that is used on Fords and
Dodges. So I got a credit and made
sure I could get the one I needed
and then returned home. Bummer!
Thursday noon the correct one
arrived so I picked it up and installed
it.
I had marked the location where
all the wire connected before I

removed the old part so it wasn’t too
hard to re-install the new isolator.
The isolator was mounted behind
a lot of hoses and cables that I had
to remove before removing it.
When I got it back together it was
not working. Wait this is getting to be
a long story. Let me shorten the
some more!
Someone in the past knew the
isolator was bad and rewired it so
they could get by and just rewired
the new one the same way. Before I
rewired it again I contacted the
service center for some help.
I traced some of the wires before
rewired it again to where I thought it
was going to be correct.
It kind of test it out right so I toke it
for test drive and knew something
was still amiss.
When I pulled in the driveway I
didn’t remember re-plugging the
wiring harness in to the alternator. So
I had to open up the engine
compartment on the inside to see if
it was connected. It was not!
Thinking that things might be
connected correctly this time I found
they were not. I went back to the
service center for more help. Then
returned home know I had to trace
each wire and see where the other
end was connected. Because
someone had wired this different
than the diagram showed it, who
knows what wire went where.
I found that because of my
colorblindness I had switched the
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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battery and the alternator wires on
the battery isolator terminals.
After correcting this and putting
all those other hoses and cables
back where they belonged the
electricity from the alternator was
going through the battery isolator
and charging both batteries.
Finally! Then all I had to do is go
over everything and make sure I had
all the stuff I had disconnected
reconnected.
I reinstall the inside engine cover
and hooked the wires to the cup
holder trim and reinstalled than the
just rechecked everything and went
to bed Friday night.
Saturday morning I drove it to
breakfast to see how it went. Well
the volt meter said that it was
charging the batteries but
something was wrong.
The engine was idling very rough.
At first I thought I might just because
the batteries were low on charge
and the alternator was loading the
engine while it was cold.
Before two miles had passed I
knew there was something else
wrong. I guess I had to open the
inside engine compartment again
and check for a vacuum line that I
might had knocked off.
Today I opened the engine
compartment on the inside. Did I tell
you what a pain it is to open the
inside engine cover. Well I am
getting very good at it.
3
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I started looking for any vacuum
line that I might have came near
while I was digging around following
those wires. I saw a broken line on
the back of the engine near the EGR
valve. It was an old brittle hose that
just broke from touching it.
I had to cut it off and I couldn’t
find another piece to replace. So
back to the auto parts store again.
Nice thing while I was there I
found an auto repair manual to help
me with any other problems.
I installed the new vacuum hose
and started the engine and it ran
great again.
I quickly put the whole thing back
to gather and it still ran great. Then I
drove out to Aunt Annie’s and it still
ran great. Even the batteries are
charging just fine.
Oh, I just remembered I have
greasy finger prints all over the
inside. I better go and clean them
off before I find someone else to
blame. ☺

4-Jul-11 10:12am 77°

For 235 years or so we have been
called the United States of America.
Happy Birthday US!

Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of
Happiness are some of the things our
flag represents.
Carrying On
The camper is back to gather and
seems to be running ok. Other than
loading my overnight bag I am
ready to head to Iowa for coffee. I
called Marie and she is ready to give
it a try again. So we are scheduled
for Thursday to head to out.
In the mean time I have no plans
to stare much of anything new.
Since Aunt Annie isn’t feeling up
to going out for a holiday lunch I
think I will just hang around home
and may clean of my desk.
Clearing of my desk always
reveals something neat that I had
forgot about. Let see what happens
today.

7-Jul-11 10:01am 76°

I know I was going to Iowa today.
Well I got up today and my back
was killing me. I decided if I was
going to die I wanted to do it at
home.
I picked up Marie and thought we
might go any way. I thought I would
just walk off my sore back. I took
some Aleve® and the sharp pain
went away. We talked it over and I
decided it may be best to postpone
the trip. So we plan on next
Thursday. We will get there someday.
Just For Grins
"The correct way to treat a good bottle of wine:
Open the bottle and let it breathe. If it doesn't look as if

Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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it's breathing, give it mouth-to-mouth resuscitation." –
Unknown
Source: HOME WINE MAKING NEWSLETTER

8-Jul-11 9:06am 71°

Well my back feels a little better
today. Maybe that is because I took
if very easy yesterday after taking
the Aleve®.
I kind of did nothing yesterday. By
nothing I meant I watch a lot of TV
with my eyes closed. Today I plan on
doing very little. I am planning to not
take any kind of pain killers.
Yesterday they worked too well and I
was not sure I was still injured.
If I hurt a little I know something is
wrong. I just need the pain to go
away. If you hurt a little you have a
better chance to not do something
stupid and make it worse.
Today I think will try and do paper
work. I will try not to get any paper
cuts. ☺

9-Jul-11 9:31am 76°

Well yesterday I thought about
going and getting my back
checked out. I talked myself out of it.
This morning when I had difficulty
getting out of bed, I thought that
maybe Monday I might go anyway.
Yesterday I felt I was on the mend
because I was getting around ok.
The only time my back bothers me is
when I am trying to stand up after
sitting a long while. The other time is
just what I call minor discomfort.
This morning I found after lying in
bed all night it is a pain to get up
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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and get moving. After I am moving
around a while it isn’t so bad.
I am not taking any pain killers
because I want to know where and
when it hurts so I can try to avoid
those movements.
So I am mostly just resting up so I
can take more breaks until Monday.
Where’s George
My George Score is 775.48. I
logged 2490 bills in just 2 years. My
state rank in Illinois is 222 out of 5,854
or 96.21%.I have 119 bills with 1 hit
and 11 bills with 2 hits.
I started doing this on July 2nd,2009
to just do it. Now that I have been
doing it for two years it is about time
to find a new pass time. I think I will
continue to round of the logging to
2,500 then move on to other things.
Maybe I could take up smoking
then when I quit I will save a lot of
money. The other day I see they are
$6.00 a pack. I smoked a half a pack
of Raleigh’s when I was sixteen. I
thought it was dumb to spend 30¢
for those coupons.

Remember the Raleigh Coupons?
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Maybe I would better off to try
and save some S&H Green Stamps.
Look what I found!

S & H Green Stamp book from the 1960s

The funny thing I found out is the
S&H Green stamps are still worth
something. You trade them for S&H
Green Points now. Go to
www.greenpoints.com for more
information. Who would have
thought?
I looked up Green Points to see
what I can get. I can get a $5
Starbuck cards for 7,000 green
points. You get 100 Green Points for
each dollar you spend. Is that $70 to
get $5? That is 7%! Could that be
right? I better check.
A $100 gas card cost 114,000
Green Points and a $50 Amazon Gift
Card is 5,500. You decide it this is
good for you.

10-Jul-11 8:41am 78°

Since I have been nursing a sore
back for 3-4 days I have been driving
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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the car thinking it would be easier to
get in and out of. Today I decided to
take the camper for a drive so it
didn’t feel neglected.
It is easier on my back to climb in
and out of the Van than to get in
and out of the car. After breakfast I
decided to drive if around the
bypass to see it would make it the
whole way. I drove it from Route 47
to Route 120 without a hitch. Even
the part from Jackson Street to
Route 120 where it was all grooved
up getting it ready to black top was
fine. I guess if I get my back healed
up I should be able to try for Iowa
again. Well I will wait for Thursday
and see how things go.
Back Pain
My back is still hurting so I am
thinking maybe tomorrow I might get
it checked out. I did some research
on the internet to see if there some
kind of self help thing I could do to
make it better. Basically what I found
out is I should take it easy and it
might heal itself. In the mean time I
should have it checked out in case I
don’t know what I am talking about.

11-Jul-11 11:11am 73°
Hay, look at that time stamp!
11-7-11 11:11 neat!
This afternoon I am going to see a
doctor about my back. All day
yesterday it didn’t feel so bad so I
thought I might now do anything
about it.

Well this morning it hurt a lot when
I was getting out of bed. The real
sharp pain is gone but pain there is. I
don’t think I am going to wait a
month like I did a year ago. I think I
will go in and see if Dr. Mark can
help speed up the healing process.
I will have to try to remember to
ask him if there is something I can do
different to try to keep this from
happening again.
Aunt Margaret’s 93rd
Today I received some pictures
from Aunt Margaret’s 93rd Birthday
Party. Most of you don’t know Aunt
Margaret. She is my Dad’s youngest
sister.
I don’t really know her very well.
When Marie and I went to Watervliet
Michigan a while back we were not
even she still lived. We found her
alive and well. Since then Marie
found Jim living in Chicago and he
has a son John.

Marty’s Random Thoughts
I haven’t updated my Birthday list
in a long time. Now that I know these
three I could update theirs.
Facebook
I was just out to Facebook to see
what was happing there. I see that
some people post things what seems
every 15 minutes and others seem to
be as little as 15 weeks. I am one of
those that checks out Facebook
randomly. I have my newsletter to
keep people updated.
Farmers Forecast
After that storm this morning I think
it might be a good day for an
update.
Midwest/Great Lakes U.S.
Long Range Weather Forecast
July 2011
8th-11th. Scattered thunderstorms.
12th-15th. Hefty thunderstorms roll over Ohio River and
Great Lakes.
16th-19th. Fair, cooler weather.
20th-23rd. Scattered gusty thunderstorms.
24th-27th. A few showers and thunderstorms for the
Great Lakes to Kentucky.
28th-31st. Thunderstorms at first for the Ohio River,
followed by clearing skies.
August 2011
1st-3rd. Showery, thundery weather.
4th-7th. Unsettled, but cooler for the Great Lakes, Ohio
River.
8th-11th. Scattered showers.
12th-15th. Sunny to partly cloudy and pleasant for the
Great Lakes and Ohio River.
16th-19th. Unsettled; gusty winds for the Great Lakes
and Ohio River.
20th-23rd. Continued unsettled weather.
24th-27th. Variable cloudiness.
28th-31st. Scattered showers, very warm and muggy.
Source: farmersalmanac.com

John, Aunt Margaret, and Jim Murray

Check out my brother Mike’s books
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Since I am still planning to make a
run out to Maquoketa Iowa Thursday
7
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I thought it would be nice to have
nice weather. Well the weather
forecast for both Woodstock and
Maquoketa are partly cloudy and
highs in the mid to upper 70’s. There
is only a 10% chance of that wet
stuff. It should be great traveling.
Since this will be my third try to get
out there to have some coffee in
Maquoketa I think I am ready!

12-Jul-11 10:30pm 71°
So here is another day that has
come to an end. I did just about
nothing today. I practiced yesterday
with nothing so I could try to do
nothing more today. It kind of
worked out well. Today I was good
for nothing so tomorrow I will see if I
can do something. Or not!
Good night.

13-Jul-11 3:33pm 79°

Well my back is a lot better today.
Yes, it still hurts but I am not in pain
like the last couple days. I have
been taking it easy so that may be
helping. Now the grass need cutting
so I hope my back is up to snuff
when I feel like mowing because I
have to get out there.
Ink
Why is it that it seems like I am
using a lot of yellow ink? This is the
second yellow I have had to buy
without buying the other two colors.
My printer has three colors and I
buy the ink in sets. This is the second
time I have had to buy just yellow
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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and I am guessing I will have to do it
again. I think it is running 2 yellows
cartridges to one cyan and one
magenta cartridge.
I know I looked up how it mixed
colors to come up with the colors we
see and it seemed strange to me. I
even think I put it in one of my
newsletters. Does anybody
remember which issue it was? Wait I
could look it up myself. I’ll be back…
Found it

How the colors are used. Look up
“Mystery Solved, Somewhat” in issue
# 85, December 2010 on Page 2.
Here is the just of it “…Cyan and Magenta, mixed in
equal parts, absorb Red and Green leaving Blue.
Magenta and Yellow, mixed in equal parts, absorb
Green and Blue leaving Red. Yellow and Cyan, mixed
in equal parts, absorb Blue and Red leaving Green…”

This tells me when I am printing
Red and Green I am using more
Yellow ink. Red & Green are
Christmas colors. I guess that is TheChristmas-in-July effect that is
happing here.
Since it was Christmas the last time
I put in a Yellow ink I may doing ok
after all. I still have a Cyan and
Magenta cartridges that don’t have
a Yellow. Maybe we’ll have to talk
about this again before Christmas.
Iowa is Postponed
I decided to stay home tomorrow.
I can go to Iowa some other time
when my back feels better. Marie
agreed she could wait too.
Besides, the weather is going to be
too nice. ☺

14-Jul-11 11:01am 79°

First my back feels much better
today. It still hurts if I move wrong but
it is not the kind of pain that brought
me to tears the other day. Will I
didn’t cry but I come close. So in a
few days I should be in good shape.
Bicycle drivers
Did I miss something about driving
a bicycle? I thought you were to use
the same rules of the road as car.
I remember you should keep to
the far right, stop at the stop signs
just like everyone else.
Since gas prices are up I see
many more grown up people on
bicycles. I think this is great. You save
money and get exercise as side
benefit. I have even though about
seeing in my bike still works.
It makes me scared when people
ride their bikes down the middle of
the street or going against the traffic.
Today another full grown person was
driving this bicycle on the right side
of the road coming toward me.
What are people thinking? Has
the rules or best practices changed
since I learned to ride a bicycle?
Wait maybe I should look up the
rules on the interned and see what’s
out there before I start condemned
others. I’ll be back…
Before I read the Illinois Bicycle
Rules of the Road I thought I would
give the Link on the internet:

Marty’s Random Thoughts
I guess I am as smart as I thought,
this time! ☺
Related to what I just said the rules
for bicycles as I thought. Here is what
they say.
Obey all Traffic Laws and Signals
• When riding your bicycle on
Illinois roadways, you must obey the
same traffic laws, signs and signals
that apply to motorists.
• Bicyclists must ride in the same
direction as other traffic. Riding in
the opposite direction of traffic is
both dangerous and against the
law.
• Motorists are required by law to
allow at least 3 feet of space
between them and a bicyclist when
passing.
Source: Illinois Bicycle Rules of the Road

And couple more
✓ Ride as close to the right edge of
the road as practical. Certain
conditions allow a bicyclist to move
farther to the left if necessary, such
as broken glass, drain grates, parked
cars, left turns and passing.
✓ Ride in the same direction as
other traffic, not against traffic.
Source: Illinois Bicycle Rules of the Road

I just wanted to all of us to know it
can be a little safer if we are using
more of these guide lines.

http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publicati
ons/pdf_publications/dsd_a143.pdf
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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How can he smile!

15-Jul-11 10:19am 81°

What happened to the gas
prices? I see they are back to $3.889
a gallon. I must wait until they peek
out before I need fuel. I know a lot of
you feel sorry for me that I had to
spend almost fifty dollars for gas and
had wait about 5 weeks to get it. I’ll
try to do better on this tank.
The new camper is looking like it is
getting around 13 miles per gallon. I
haven’t gone anywhere except
Crystal Lake and Marengo since I
brought it home so I am just guessing
until I fill it up. I am just using the fuel
gauge and the miles to estimate the
MPG.
I’ll fill it up before I try for Iowa
again and then I’ll have a good
handle on the around town mileage.
Then I fill it up when I return from
Iowa to have a good idea of the
open road usage.
Once the shack down trip to Iowa
is finished I will have an idea how it
will hold up for trip around the

Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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country. I think I call the trip “48
States in 48 days, 2011.”
It is getting closer of the Family
reunion in September so I may not
start the trip until later. I may go on a
few short trips before then just so I
know I have what I need with me.
If you take a 2-3 day trip you get a
feel for what you need want with
you. It will give you and idea of the
major things. Once you get going on
the month long trip you can just do
without or buy it if necessary.
I started making a list and
decided it was getting to be a take
everything I own list. I need just a
little more than what I had when I
walked across Spain. Since I have a
stove, bed, and a bathroom I will
need bedding a couple pans and
some toilet paper. Though the only
one of those three I didn’t have
when I walked across Spain was a
pan to cook.
If you have read my book you will
see I had only about 23 pounds of
stuff on my back when I start out to
hike across Spain. That was only 10%
of my body weight. And even with
that light weight it was too much
and I donated some of the extra
things I had used and found out I
didn’t need.
I think my next book should be my
own. Now that it has been 4 years I
need to relive my adventure. Yes
that was four years ago. Wow!

Finished Books
Earlier this week I finished the book
I was reading in me e-Reader and
today the paper back.
“The Americanization of Edward
Bok by Edward Bok” Is a very long
book and part of the book of 50
autobiographies in one book. The
book of Edward Bok starts out when
he was about 6 and came to this
country. It ends a couple chapters
after he retired after 30 years being
the editor of The Ladies Home
Journal. The story was interesting but
after a while I was getting tired of it.
In this eBook it went from Page 158
to 409 of the 8286 total. I just seemed
to drag on and on near the end.
I will give it 4 stars on MRT scale. I
liked most of but it could be 50
pages shorter.
The other book “How to Write &
Sell Your First Book” by Don Aslett, I
have been reading at for while. It
has been my backup book for when
I what something to read and the
battery is dead on my eReader.
This is a good book to learn the ins
and outs of writing a book and to
get people to buy it. It tells you how
to get started when you only think
you want to be a writer how to
start…Wait. Don make it fun and
give what you need to know or do
the have you ideas on paper and
all the steps to get it into a book and
marking it. It is not a step by step
manual he just tells you what has to
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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be done. I guess the title says it all
“How to Write & Sell Your First Book”
This book gets 5 stars on the MRT
scale.
Next book
In that big book the next one is
“Autobiography is by John Stuart
Mill” it is only 150 pages. I also need
to find a paperback book for a
backup.
You know other that a fire it hard
to destroy a book printer on paper.
Spilling ink or water only slows down
the reading. You can use it for
leveling a table, stand on it to make
you taller, block the wheel on your
car, and even take a few pages to
start fire and you can still read it.
The e-readers need to have the
batteries charged, and heaven
forbid you would drop it and run
over it with you car. On the other
hand you could buy a new one and
get your books back.
Well I use both right now.
Back to my Back
My back still hurts but the pain is
gone. I go back to the doctor this
afternoon. Mark will wiggle around
the nerves and bones a little and will
feel much better.
Driving is Fun
On the way out to the doctor I
drove past McDonald’s and got in
the left lane. This kind of keeps me
away from the drivers that are
turning left or right. They will use the
11
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right lane of the center lane to turn
left.
Well at 2:45 there is a little more
traffic than the rest of the day. This
big pickup driver must have thought
the right lane was moving a little fast
and changed into the right lane.
Then he must have thought “Oh, My
lane is ending I best get back in the
left lane.” So he did and gained one
car length.
Then it was the car's in front of me
turn. He changed lanes and then
right back in front of me. He did not
gain any space.
So it became 2 lanes plus the
center lane until we got near the
intersection and both of the vehicles
stayed in the right. Just before the
stop light by The Three Brother’s
restaurant both of these drivers must
have remembered they wanted to
go to Crystal Lake because both
changed lanes to turn left at the
light.
I smiled and went the same way. I
was guessing they might go clear to
the Doty Road where I would turn.
So they both turned on to US 14
off of lake and both were in different
lanes when they turned on to US14.
The pickup stepped on it and he was
5 cars of the rest of us while US14 was
still 4 lanes. The car lagged way
back in the left lane. I thought he
had enough.
The next thing I knew the car
stepper on it to get a head of the
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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rest of us before the road narrowed
to 2 lanes.
So here we are on US14 where it is
2 lanes with a car between me and
the car in a hurry then 3 more cars
then that pickup.
Guess what. The light was red at
Doty Road and I turned right just
before it turned green for the
vehicles at the light to keep going.
Yes, I pass the pickup, the car and 3
others. And never broke a sweet to
be first.
These things happen to me all the
time. I just thought I would share this
one with you. I enjoy it ever time too!
If you take it easy driving can be
fun.
Beware if you own a bicycle in Galesburg, Illinois.
The police there have no tolerance for “fancy riding.”

I am sorry but I just had to go to
internet and look up “driving fun.” I
found this so I have to show you and
move on to something else.
Is driving as fun as it looks?

I LOVE cars. And I'm only 14. Since obviously I
never drive, I just look at them. Is drivng cars as fun as
it looks. (Talking about fast cool cars. Not just cars in
general.) Cuz I realized, you dont see the car when you
drive, so what does it matter? Just curious though, Is
driving cars fun?
Reply:
For some people driving is a terror filled white
knuckle experience and they hate it.
For others it is merely a chore do be finished with as
soon as possible.
And then there is my kind of people; we drive for the
sheer hell of it. And if it's a loose gravel road then that's
even better.
And then theres the type that wouldn't know a good time
if it sat on their face and take their driving far too

seriously to be considered safe on any road. I refer to
the vigilantes and the road ragers.
Source: http://answers.yahoo.com/question

16-Jul-11 9:50am 75°

I overheard someone say
something about Murphy’s Law this
morning. Remember Murphy?
I went out to look up Murphy’s
Law and I found this that someone
wrote.
Muphry's Law also dictates that, if a mistake is as
plain as the nose on your face, everyone can see it but
you. Your readers will always notice errors in a title, in
headings, in the first paragraph of anything, and in the
top lines of a new page. These are the very places where
authors, editors and proofreaders are most likely to
make mistakes
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org

You do remember this quote from
Murphy’s Law don’t you? “If
anything can go wrong, it will”
If you want to know how Murphy’s
Law got started you can go to the
link:
murphys-laws.com/murphy/murphy-true.html

17-Jul-11 8:27am 78°
I won’t say; “Is it been hot enough
for you?” Whoops I just did. Sorry
about that!
Iowa Trip
Marie and I are going to try to get
to Iowa again this Thursday. It has
been a long time trying to get there.
I am ready. My camper is ready. I
think Marie is ready. And I think my
back is ready enough.
I just want to make this one trip of
about 300 miles to see if the camper
if well enough. Then I can think
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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about my idea to his 48 states in 48
days.
48 States in 48 Days
Right now I am thinking about that
48 States in 48 Days trip to be in the
fall. It will be cooler so I won’t have
to fix the A/C in the camper. It needs
a compressor and something else.
Anyway they said it was going to
cost around $800 to fix it.
I rather save the $800 and put on
a new set of tires. The tires are old,
plenty of tread, just old.
Or I could spend the $800 for fuel.
At $4.00 a gallon that will get me
about 200 gallons of gas. And that
take me from 2,400 to 4,000 miles.
Remember I have not used enough
fuel to figure out my gas mileage.
Family Reunion
We have the Metras Family
reunion coming up in mid
September. Well, I have been calling
the “Dad’s 100th Birthday Gathering”
because it is on what would be on
my Dad’s 100th Birthday.
I have promised to have the
family history tree in a book family on
September 17th. I have a lot of
people help me get the history but I
still have to put it into a form that will
let me make a book out of it. I am
putting into a book format because I
can have printed for about the
same as printing it on my printer.
I have set aside the whole month
of August to get this ready for the
publisher to print and get copies
13
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shipped here in time for the
gathering in September.
Also in August I want to make a
slide show of all the pictures people
have uploaded to the web site
about the “Dad’s 100th Birthday
Gathering”.
So if you see me in August and I
am cranky, tell me to go get a cup
of coffee and chill out.
I am working on all this now but I
can’t finish until I have all the data
and pictures to finalize everything.
The Family tree I am trying to
update it back to my grandparents.
Marie has been a great help getting
all the information from Mom & Dad
to the last two births that were the
first twins since Mom & Dads time.
Aunt Annie updated all the date
from Grandma and Grandpa on
Mom’s side of the family. I just need
a couple of branches of Mom &
Aunt Annie’s sisters. We are working
on that.
As for Dad’s side of the family it
has been harder. Some of the
cousins were born in the early 1900s
and are long gone. I just barely
remember their names.
Maybe Dad’s side won’t be
updated as much as I want. We’ll
see what happens in August.
HOT!
I just looked at my outside
thermometer and it said 100.4°. I was
going to the Dairy Queen but not if it
is that hot! I think I
will make a cup of
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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green tea instead. I need something
hot to cool me down. Now I will
watch a movie.
Outside & In
I just went out the garage and I
noticed:

Notice it is almost in the shade.

And then I came inside and I see
it is hot in here too.

And on the inside it ain't so cool either.

Even though it is a little warm
Remember what happened about
165 days ago. It would be fun to
have that when it is 100° outside.
Think Snow!

Remember the past or it may come back to haunt you!

I can live with 78° inside for now. I
won’t have to dress like this too soon!

Yes, that is me in there somewhere!

I’ll know go watch TV and leave
you alone!

18-Jul-11 11:14am 85°

I was uptown this morning and it
was very humid. Then it sprinkled and
it got more humid.
About an hour ago I was bored so
I decided to go have coffee and it
was drizzling. While walking to the
car it didn’t feel that bad.
I got up near Starbucks and I was
still going to be bored so I just drove
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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by. I drove around a little inside the
nice cool dry car and ended up at
Wisted’s. When I pulled into the
parking I follow a big fire truck. Two
firemen got out and walked inside.
Then the fire truck drove off.
At first I was confused. Then I
remember firemen have to eat too.
Yes they were getting groceries too.
Then I thought it would be neat to
drive a fire truck instead of car to do
you shopping. Then I decide maybe
not too.
I bought some groceries and
came home. When I left Wisted’s I
was think I should go by a scuba
outfit because of the humidity. I
thought it felt like is must feel like
walking on the bottom of a lake. Did
I tell you it was humid?
When I got home and got out of
the car my glassed fogged over. Did
I tell you it was humid?
Good night!

19-Jul-11 9:48am 84°

Don’t worry; they say it will warm
up tomorrow. In Bagdad it is going to
be over 100° today. On the other
hand I don’t think is will even get up
to 70° in Alaska.
I just take the weather I am
getting and stay home in the A/C as
long as they keep supplying me with
electricity.
I went out and watered the plants
to see if I wanted to be out there
and I think not.

15
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I had forgotten I put a plant in my
water fountain. It is one those with
leaves that float on the surface. Well
the surface was very low and the
stems were very short. I hope it
doesn’t drown now that they are too
short to be up on the surface. We’ll
see what happens in a few days.
The ground cover plants I planted
in the spring also look to be dying
because the lack of moisture. I
thought I was watering them enough
by hand. The ground is so dry it must
be just sucking the moisture away
from the plants.
I think I need to make that a
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday job to
water those plants if I want them to
survive the heat.
I just looked at the US temperature
map and I could go to the west
coast to get cooler weather but I
think by the time get there it might
be cooler around here.
Again I will stay here in my A/C
until my food runs out.
Hay that a neat looking RV, yes?
Near Bedtime
I was going to bed when I noticed
the computer was still turned on. You
know me I couldn’t just turn it off. I
had to look around the World Wide
Web to see what I could find. I
searched “campervan concept”
and look what I found.

Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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I want one of these!

20-Jul-11 2:09pm 101°

Ok It is too hot to be using this
electricity. I just check to see what
the cost of energy is for me right now
and it is over 20¢. That is 10 times
what I pay to wash dishes at
midnight.
This means to run my A/C for
coolness may be costing me more
than driving around in my car and
using that A/C.
Even running this computer right
not might be cheaper to hook it up
in the car.

Maybe I should go up to
Starbucks and eat lunch in the A/C
Well for now I am going to power
down my electricity things and read
a book.
Well I walked outside to see what
it was like out there and I am back in
there now. My thermometer on the
garage said 105° and it is in the
shade. The weather station reads
104°. Let just say it says it is HOT!
Maybe I will take my cold cash
and change it to credit on my
Starbucks’ card to use for hot coffee.
Wouldn’t that be COOL? ☺ I only
have $.06 left on it and it would be
cooler in the car and at Jewel where
I turn in my coins.
I will shut down the
computer down until it is
below 100°.
Bye!
Next, Next Book
So for 2 hours I have
been up to Starbucks reading my
next book. Well it is my next, next
book. I finished my next book a
couple days ago.
That book was “My Camino de
Santiago Adventures” by Marty
Metras. Yes, it was my book! Since it
was 4 years ago since I hiked 200
miles across Spain I wanted to read
my book to see how my book read
after being away from it for 2 years.
I didn’t think I would read my own
book but I did. It is about 200 pages
with pictures. It is journal of my
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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thoughts as I made my way a third
of the way across Spain on foot.
I have to give it a 4 on the MRT
scale. I can’t give it a 5 because of
the pictures. Some of them are not
of a high quality. Yes, this is my book
but I still have to say it is only a four.
I enjoyed reading about my trip.
There were ups and down
throughout the story. If you would
like to read my book check it out
at…wait.
The link is too long. Use
www.lulu.com/metras3 and scroll
down to the title. Watch out there is
color version. The black/white
version is only $11.99. If you just want
to see the pictures in color just
download the book it is only $2.99. It
has color pictures.
The color version of this book is the
same except it had color pictures
but cost way too much. Even I don’t
own one because it sells for almost
$49.00!
I have a few copies at home so if
you are looking for let me know.
Power Savings
Well I did turn the TV off, turn the
A/C way down UP, turned in my cool
cash, and went up to Starbucks and
read a book for 2 hours to save me
some energy.
Oh I shut down my server too. That
means parts of today’s notes are on
my PC while the server is restring.
I think this is the first…wait I don’t
need this light on either.
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I turned off the light and the fan!
As I was saying, I think this is the
first time I started shutting down
computer equipment to save same
energy for everyone else.
I’ll be back in a minute I have to
see if my solar panel is sending
energy back into the grid to help run
my PC. Wait right here…
Ok I drain the batteries on my
Solar Panel and switch it to the other
one to drain that to. When I said
drained I meant I sent the energy
out on to the AC line to use it in the
house. I don’t get enough for it to
get past my use in the house. It saves
me using some of what you might
use to cool it where you are.
I just looked and I see the spot
price for electricity was almost 25¢
kWh at 4:00pm so I am going back
to read a book and leave the PC off
until it cools somewhat outside.

22-Jyl-11 8:58am 70°

After breakfast I decided it was
time to water the house plants. I
have a couple of them on the front
porch for the summer. They like it out
there as long as they get watered.
I just started pouring water in the
first one when a BIG flash of lighting
followed by a BIG clap of thunder at
the same time. I scared me so much
I almost dove to the ground.
Normally lightening & thunder
don’t bother me. It may have been
because it happened just as the
water from the spout of my watering
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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can hit the ground. It was like the
stream of water was the source of
the lightening.
Well I recovered from the start
and finished watering those plants
and came back inside.
It has been thunder & lightening
for while now. The thunder had been
a loud rolling sound that has been
rattling the house. It is the kind of
storm that according to some
people I shouldn’t be on the
compute. Well I am!
Iowa Tip
Yesterday morning after breakfast
I went to Hick’s Gas to have the
propane tank filled then to pick up
Marie. I was pretty sure we would
make it to Iowa.
We left Marie’s just before 8:30
and headed to Belvidere where I
wanted to fuel up. I didn’t fuel in
Woodstock because prices are a
little less when you get west of
McHenry County. Since I was
headed that way anyway and had
enough gas to get there I would
save a little.
It was $3.879 in Woodstock. In
Belvidere at Murphy’s near Wal-Mart
it was only $3.689. I bought 28
gallons so I saved more than $5.25. I
used that to pay for my lunch at
McDonald’s in Maquoketa at noon.
The first supply of fuel yielded
about 10 MPG. It was mostly driving
around town with our first trip to Iowa
that ended in Marengo. I will fill up
the tank later to see what the long

trip to Iowa and back was. I think it
said I had a half tank when I got
home at six o’clock last night.
Yes it took about 3-1/2 hours
there. And round trip was ten hours.
Iowa Trip Events
Just before we stopped for gas
Marie noticed all of this dark looking
debris all over my pants. At closer
looks it looked like little darks pieces
of decayed leaves chip. We soon
saw these fragments all over most of
the floor and on both of us.
Well we guessed it was coming
out of the fresh air vent over by me.
It was a mess. I figured it got in to the
duct work and after all this dry
weather it was light enough to
become dislodged and airborne
with us driving down the highway.
We cleaned up the mess
somewhat when we stopped for
gas.
Today I looked at the path of the
outside air flow in the Chevy’s
manual and I think it came through
the vents of the heating system. I
had set that to vent a few days ago
and saw a few dried Maple tree
seeds on the floor but thought they
were from my shoes. Now I need to
get out there and see if I can
vacuum this trash out of the vent
work. That was the first mishap.
That was the only thing with the
Camper. Well it was HOT, HOT, HOT,
when you came to a stop sign.
Remember I have no A/C and the
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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leak didn’t fix itself and all the
coolant got out. After we crossed
the Mississippi River it felt a little less
humid. But it was still hot.
We knew this going into the trip so
we tolerated this issue. I know it will
get fixed before the next trip.
So we ate lunch at McDonald
then headed over where Steve &
Wally live. I had the street spelled
wrong but I found the apartment
house because I have been there a
couple times.
Since I have a package to give to
Steve I talked Marie to ring his
apartment and tell him she had a
delivery. This is when this adventure
started up.
To ring the apartment you look up
the room number and then punch in
the number on a telephone looking
number pad. Well Marie did that
and we kept hearing a message like
you get when you dial a invalid
number.
Marie tried a couple time and so
did I. Like if would dial the same
number something else would
happen. Nothing!
This confused us a little because
the message did sound just like the
ones you get on the phone.
So we re-read the instructions to
make sure we were working this
thing right. Just to make sure we
weren’t loosing it.
I think it was about 5 six times
before we gave up. When I
remembered I had Steve phone
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number with me. I haven’t called
him for a very long time but I had to
try.
I dialed the number and waited it
to ring and handed the phone to
Marie. She had a puzzled look on her
face. She said; “I get a message that
is an invalid number. I just laughed
and redialed the number in case I
did it wrong the first time.
While waiting for it to ring I
remembered just pressed Steve
name and let the phone get the
number so it had nothing to do with
dialing it wrong. I let it ring until I got
the invalid message like it was going
to change the outcome.
Then I called Aunt Annie to see if I
might have the wrong number in my
contact list. Well the first 6 numbers
were the same. So I got the number
Aunt Annie had and tried again.
Same thing invalid, disconnected,
or no longer in service of some this
were the messages we were getting.
At this point we just knew we were
not getting a good number.
Somewhere in all this mess we
tried Wally’s apartment. He just lives
at the other end of the hall on the
same floor. I think we let it ring 20
times and figured he wasn’t home.
We guessed it had something to
do with Steve’s number. Since the
message sounded the same from
the intercom system and from my
cell phone I thought that the call
box might be hooked to the phone
system too.
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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At this point one of the people
who lived in the building came with
a key to the door. I think he said his
name was Frank.
I asked him if he lived there and if
he knew Steve. He said that he just
moved in a short time ago and
didn’t know a lot of people yet.
We asked if he was willing to let us
in to go up and knock on Steve’s
door. He didn’t feel conferrable
letting us in because he could get
into trouble. Frank agreed to deliver
the package for me. After making
sure he had the right apartment
number, I thanked him and Marie
and I went out to take a break at
the table out under a tree just
outside the lobby.
Marie asked; “What are you going
to do now?” I said; “I haven’t given
up yet. I think the call box works
because Wally’s rand 10 or so times.
What if we wrote the number Aunt
Annie gave me wrong? Let’s check
that out while we sit here in the
shade before we give up.”
So I called Aunt Annie and
verified the number was correct. It
Was! So we all laughed saying he
saw us drive up and quickly called
and had his number disconnected.
Steve calls Aunt Annie quit often
so I am sure he’ll interrogated about
this. Enough of this!
Ancestors Homes
We left Maquoketa for Lost Nation
to check out where Aunt Betty and
Uncle Herald live and worked.
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They had a garage where they
service vehicles in the same place
for 50 years.
We also went to Elwood where
Mom’s family lived for a long time.
Steve lived in Elwood with his
mother until her death. Grandma’s
house is still there. Marie showed me
a couple of places I forgot about
around town I didn’t remember.
Marie showed me the lot where
my Grandpa had his blacksmith
shop it was right next to where Steve
lived.
Wait a minute! How did Marie
remember the location of
Grandpa’s blacksmith shops? I think
he died in the 1930’s! Just how old
are you Marie?
Marie’s camera’s batteries went
dead. This was a bad thing for her
but a good thing for us. I was driving
so I handed her my camera so I
could keep driving.
Good thing! It is hard to take
pictures while driving. Or should I say;
“Driving is hard to do while you are
trying to take pictures”
I know I looked for the Maquoketa
drive-in theater that should be right
along path we took to Lost Nations
and Elwood. I saw it on Google
Maps once. Maybe it is on the other
side of the bypass.
I think we left for home after we
stopped for a sundae at Dairy
Queen in Maquoketa.
I dropped Marie off at home and
was home about six o’clock.
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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Sorghum or Corn
When Marie and I were on the
why home we were looking at the
crops and noticing how dry the corn
looked. The corn leaves were
pointing straight up and were all
curled. I think we only saw a few very
small ears. It may be early for ears on
field corn. The only thing I really
remember about corn is “Knee high
by the fourth.”
Since we didn’t see Wally we
could ask him about the crops. Wally
has been a farmer all his life.
We turned on to Kishwaukee
Valley Road and looked to see
shorter corn with the leaves coming
out of the stalks much closer
together.
Thinking it was just corn that grew
slow because it was so dry we didn’t
think twice about it.
After a while we were seeing
crops in the field right next to it
looking more like we thought corn
should look like when it was dry.
When we saw more and more
different kind of corn I thought it
might be something else.
After we got back to town I think I
had convinced Marie it was different
and it might be Sorghum.
Today I remembered to look up
Sorghum to see what it looked like.
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Sorghum Plant as it looks after each week of its lift.
Source: http://weedsoft.unl.edu

If you look at the corn plant life
below you can see it is somewhat
similar at times. You can guess us city
slicker might confuse sorghum for
corn at the sorghum 5 week stage.

Corn as it looks from seedling to picking time.
Source: http://weedsoft.unl.edu

I see that corn at stage “V10” is
almost the same as Sorghum at
stage “5”. Later on in each cycle
each plant has tassels or blooms.
You can tell them apart. We were
not looking at them at first. I am sure
we will the next time.
Now I am 99% sure the some of
this was Sorghum and not corn. In
any case both crops need water!
Rain! What Rain?
Did it rain last night? On WGN
radio they said they got 7 to 8”. My
rain gauge in the back yard had 43/8” in it when I emptied it just before
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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I came a little while ago. My weather
station only reported 0.01” of rain! Is
that bad again?
I think my back has healed
enough to go up to the roof and
check it out. It may be full of debris
like the vent on the camper the
other day. Or someone moved into
the works and is blocking some part
from moving. Bees or spiders have
been known to do just that. Well I
have time to check it out before
lunch. I’ll be back…
Rain Gauge Repair
I got up on the roof and went
over to the rain gauge was full of
water. I looked and the little
metering hole on the bottom was
plugged with mud and a little stick.
This must have been left over from
that big storm a couple weeks ago.
That wind registered 32 miles an
hour gust that day. A lot of crud
could have blown in there that day.
Then it got hot and dry making the
dirt and sticks and whatever turn to
cement. Then the few drops of rain
helped the dust seal up the tiny hole
to stop all the rain from passing
through to let the drop counted
measure the rain fall.
I picked up a little trig off the roof
and wiggled it through the little hole
so the water could flow. I put the
twig back in the hole to slow the
flow. If I left it flow too fast it would
overload the drop counter and part
of it would be missed and part of it
would say we were getting 100”

inches an hour. I should see what it
measured!
The weather station was stuck so it
had the catch up. All the water I let
run through it measures 1.64”. That is
a long way from the 4-3/8” the rain
gauge showed in the back yard.
I will leave it that way because it is
what the Weather station recorded.
The weather station’s PC was
stuck be it was waiting to tell me to
update it. It was still collecting the
weather data. That means that other
than the rain it was ok.
I should order a new one of those
screens that belongs in the bottom
of the rain collector to help prevent
this problem. That screen got lost just
after I bought it. And the last time
the hole got plugged it was a maple
tree seed. And it let water pass so it
didn’t make too much different.

24-Jul-11 3:08pm 84°
Made in the USA
I just started reading one of those
RV Travel newsletters and it talking
about buying things that are made
in the USA. Well I tend to buy what I
can afford or the lowest cost I can.
We all want to save money. On the
other hand if you can afford to pay
just a little more to buy things made
in the USA you will help people at
home.
Here is a link showing some of the
things you can still buy that are
made in the USA.
americansworking.com/
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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I need a new mattress. I see there
is a company that makes them in
Illinois.
moonlightslumber.com/index.cfm
Wow! I see there is only Cheese
maker listed that makes Cheese in
the USA listed on this site. Yes it is in
Wisconsin. buroakcheese.com/ and
they deliver. Did you know that
Colby Cheese originated in 1874 in
the town of Colby Wisconsin? I love
Colby cheese!
Here is something I did know was
built in the USA. LCD picture frames.
tributevisual.us/tv.htm
Here is a place that makes Light
Bulbs.
http://www.lightbulbsdirect.com/pa
ge/001/CTGY/USABulbs
I wonder what they will be doing
now that the government is
outlawing light bulbs.
I see they have some LED light
products. That should help.
Here is a company, The Forever
Mug, is made of 100% recycled and
recyclable material in the USA. You
can get them printed with your logo.
http://www.forevermugs.com
I just posted a few places that I
wanted to look at because the
interested me. If you are interested in
buying America, check out this site.
americansworking.com/
No I will go back to reading the
RV Travel newsletter. For now I will
leave this with you.
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Worth Pondering

"Get your facts first, and then you can distort them
as much as you please." --Mark Twain

26-Jul-11 4:14pm 87°

Wow, it is coming near the end of
another month.
My back it mending. It was a little
stiff this morning but if feels much
better this afternoon. This is most
likely because I went to visit Dr. Mark
this morning. I like him but I don’t
want a reason to go to the doctor.

27-Jul-11 11:15am 69°
Well that’s fixed
A week or so ago the lever broke
that I use for flushing the toilet. Since
it was Saturday evening I hooked a
wire the flapper and ran it through
where the flusher lever whole was
after I removed it. It worked so good
I forgot about getting a new one.
There has been a couple time in
the near past I bent the float boll rod
to get the valve to get the water to
shout off. I also noticed that the
valve was leaking out of its seals.
So I had looked over the whole
thing to see how many new parts it
needed.
The flush lever on this toilet is
plastic and it was the 3rd of 4th one I
have had to replace because it isn’t
very well made. While at Farm &
Fleet I saw there was metal one that
I thought might never break but
nothing that looked like it would fit
my tank. So I bought another cheep
one.
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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I also bought a Perfect Flush ™
toilet kit to replace the leak valve
and float. It came with a new
flapper. So I had everything to
rebuild the whole toilet tank’s valve
assembly. Other than having to
remember where I put my tool box
this was very easy. The only thing I
may have to do is adjust the water
level in the tank. It is 4 inches lower in
the tank now. With the other value
leaking it may have been over filling.
It will wait until I use it once to see if I
have enough water to do the job.
No sense setting the water too high
and wasting the water.
No Water
Taking about water, yesterday
afternoon I went to rinse out a glass
and I had no water. I remembered
they were digging in front of a house
down the street and I guessed it was
off. Before I looked if they were still
there I thought I would go look at my
water filter. I have a whole house
water filter and some times, well
maybe all the time, I forget about
until my water flows slowly. No
reason to rush in to these things.
Well when I looked at the filter it
was almost black it was so dirty!
I had one new filter left so I put the
label in my pocket so I could get a
spare when I went to Farm & Fleet
after my toilet parts.
When I opened the filter up it was
full of mud. I drained it and thought I
would rinse it out before installing the
new filter. Well there was no water

pressure on the city side of the filter.
So I put it back to gather with a little
dirt in it.
You know if you rinse it out you
get no dirt in the house side of the
water system. Oh well it is too late
now. 
About an hour later I had water
pressure and it took a half hour
before I flushed the muddy water
out of the system.
I went down and looked at the
water filter and it is black again. Now
I have a new filter and a couple
spares. If they were working on a
water main, there could be a lot
more mud in my water supply.
Later I will change that filter
again. Besides I don’t want to fill my
new toilet value with muddy water
until after I use the toilet once.
Ink Cartridges
Do you know I am still accepting
your old printer ink cartridges if you
don’t want them. As I have said
before; “If I can’t use them I will see
that they get recycled. Please put
them in a Zip lock plastic bag so they
don’t mess up you pocket while you
are trying to find me.” I will take any
kind now.

28-Jul-11 8:45am 73$0
A Dollar Thirty Four
Last night I decided that I had lost
too much popcorn down along the
side of the arm in my chair I watch
Check out my brother Mike’s books
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TV in with my eyes shut. It was time to
clean it out.
I did not remember the last time I
did a super clean job on this chair so
I removed the back. There are just
two clips and it lifts right off.
When I flipped the chair over I
could hear a lot of tingling and saw
many coins. I was surprised to only
see a few pieces of popped corn
and a half of a potato chip. I figured
I would have found to fill a grocery
bag. I guess I am not as sloppy as I
thought.
Since I had the chair open so I see
what was inside I looked all around
and vacuumed the dust and
remains from the hiding places you
could not normally see.
That vacuum picked up no loose
change. It was all on the floor.
While I was in there I looked for
broken springs because it seems like
the right side of the seat sits lower.
Maybe my bottom side is heaver on
that side because I found nothing
wrong with the chair.
So I picked up all the change and
this morning I counted it to see how
much I paid myself. I counted $1.34
a washer and a Canadian Penny.
At first I thought it would be almost
enough one cup of coffee. Then I
remembered it must have fallen out
of my pocket. So it is really like the
money you find in the washer and
dryer. So I put the change in that
glass that collects money from doing
the laundry.
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I should see how much money in
that glass it is getting near full. It looks
like there is some paper money in
there too. Maybe I’ll do that later
when it runs over.
More Water Please
Yesterday I replaced those toilet
parts and need to see if the water
lever was ok. At first I seemed fine.
I watch the water go down the
toilet. You know that is one of my
favorite pass times watching water
go down the toilet. ☺
I noticed the flush was not enough
water. With the new valve the water
was filling very fast. It was four inches
lower in the tank. I thought you
adjusted that with the float. We’ll if
you read the instructions you could
learn something. The float
adjustment is a minor adjustment.
You can make major adjustments
from nine to fourteen inches by
turning the Valve assembly and
raising or lowering it then turn it to
lock into place.
Where I had the water level set
yesterday there was just enough
water to do the job. The problem
was that the tank filed so quickly that
there was not enough water to rinse
the rim very well. While the tank is
filling there is a little water that runs
into the over flow that comes out
around the rim to help clean the
sides of the bowl. It is not very much
water but just enough. It also ran
around there while the flush is
happening too. Since the flush time
Check out my books at www.LuLu.com/metras3
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is so short I figured it needed just a
little more water.
After reading those instructions I
found it was very easy to make the
water lever adjustments. Right now I
have the water level two inches
lower that before the new valve. I
will save water if this level works out
ok.
I have never said this before but
here go. Come try out my toilet! ☺

3-Aug11 10:25am 79°
About 2 months ago I was going
to cut the grass. Well I started and
just stopped because the battery
went dead. I got the front and part
of it along the driveway. It was much
cooler today than it has been for a
long while.
When you let the grass grow that
long it makes a difference how
much energy it uses and how high
you raise the blade. It still uses a lot
of battery electricity to cut the grass.
So it is on the charger now.
The front is cut now but I should
cut it again in a week. It will look
better and I need the exercise.
Newsletter
It is August now! I should start a
new issue. First some follow ups for
this one.
MPG on the Camper
First tank was mostly around town.
It yielded about 10 MPG for 278
miles. Then second tank was from
Belvedere to Iowa and back to

Woodstock. It was 313 miles and
yielded a little better than 14 MPG.
With only about 121,000 miles on
the camper I think I will do batter
after a while.
It was hard guessing the mileage
from the gauge. When you fill it up
the gauge is pinned about full for
the first hundred miles. At half full I
put 22 gallons in it. A full tank is only
33 gallons. Maybe the gauge is
fixable. We’ll see. I will add it to my
list.
I have to check this newsletter for
before publishing it. I’ll be back…
Toilet Flush
I must have the toilet all fixed
because I have not had any
problems with I rebuilt it.

Marty’s Random Thoughts
Laundry Change
I just counted that Laundry
change. Here is what I found:
Pennies
63
Nickels
46
Dimes
74
Quarters
64
Dollars coins
1
Dollar bills
12
Fives
3
Tens
1
Twenties
2
Total Value
$104.33
So I will put the Dollar coin back in
there for seed and spend the rest at
Starbucks. Maybe I will buy a new
pairs of pants and a billfold.
Oh there was note in that glass. It
says I emptied it last on October 25th,
2003. So I will re-date the note saying
that I left $1.

5-Sug-11 12:14pm 82°

I just went out to mow the back
years. You know it cuts grass better if
you plug in the other end of the
charger too. 
Well I used the string trimmer a
long time. It is amazing how things
when you really charge the
batteries. ☺
I think it is time to get this issue
published and start the next one.

Happy August
^
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Calendar
Jul-05
Jul-06
Jul-07
Jul-09
Jul-12
Jul-13
Jul-14
Jul-21
Jul-22
Jul-24
Jul-26
Jul-26
Jul-29
Jul-29
Jul-30
Jul-31
Jul-31

July

Annette's Mom
Aunt Betty died 1989
Uncle Sylvan (1914-1977)
Diane M
Sadie (2008)
Melvin Z
Sharon P
Carol's Sister's Birthday
Tip M. Died 1995
Renee H
Lillian P -2008
Marc
Edna
Pam Stone
Aunt Annie
Aunt Macey (1924-1979)
Carol's Other Sister's

July
Aug-01
Aug-02
Aug-07
Aug-07
Aug-08
Aug-08
Aug-08
Aug-09
Aug-10
Aug-14
Aug-15
Aug-15
Aug-15
Aug-16
Aug-16
Aug-17
Aug-17
Aug-17
Aug-17
Aug-23
Aug-23
Aug-25
Aug-26
Aug-28

Trent ???
Pat
Lidia ???
Nathan & Annelise married
The Light went on in
Wriggly Field.
Mikaela B
Lulu
Tammy B
Orv P.
Connie D
Bill & Kim's Wedding
Russ
Corky M (paper birthday)
Anten J
Scott
Uncle Bob and Aunt Macey Wed
Esther (My Mom) (1917-2001)
Ronny
Mickey's
Mary A
Taryn ???
Betsy M
John H. (3 Bro's)
Alex B

Index
Aunt Annie, 92-4, 92-14, 92-20
Don, 92-11, 92-15
George, 92-5
John, 92-7, 92-11
Locations
Alaska, 92-15
Chicago, IL, 92-7
Crystal Lake, IL, 92-10, 92-12
Elwood, IA, 92-21
Iowa, 92-2, 92-4, 92-6, 92-8,
92-10, 92-13, 92-18, 92-19,
92-27
Lost Nation, IA, 92-21
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Maquoketa, IA, 92-8, 92-18,
92-21
Marengo, IL, 92-2, 92-10, 9218
McHenry, IL, 92-18
Watervliet, MI, 92-7
Woodstock, IL, 92-8, 92-18, 9227

Marie, 92-2, 92-4, 92-7, 92-8, 9213, 92-14, 92-18, 92-19, 92-20,
92-21, 92-22
Marty, 92-17
Restaurants

Dairy Queen, 92-14, 92-21
McDonalds, 92-11, 92-18, 9219
Starbucks, 92-15, 92-17, 92-27

Spain, 92-10, 92-17
Steve, 92-19, 92-20, 92-21
Stores
Farm & Fleet, 92-24, 92-25
Wal-Mart, 92-18

Tip, 92-18
Wally, 92-19, 92-20, 92-21
Where’s George, 92-5

Have you read any of Mike’s books?
WorksAndWords.com/bookindex.htm
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